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Abstract: We investigate theoretically cavity–waveguide coupling in 2-D photonic crystals.
In using photonic crystal cavities in a device such as an optical circuit, the cavities must be
coupled to a waveguide. For optimum performance, careful design of the device structure is
necessary. In order to find out the rule for the design, we evaluate coupling strength by
carrying out finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations with systematic variation of
structural parameters. Results are interpreted in terms of the density of the states of
waveguide bands and symmetry of the cavity and waveguide modes. We found that the
selection rule based on parity of the modes breaks down because of linewidth broadening,
which arises from transition in finite time.

Index Terms: Photonic crystal, cavity mode, waveguide.

1. Introduction
Properties of nano-cavities in 2-D photonic crystals (PhCs) are attracting much interest [1], [2]. In
particular, PhC lasers using the nano-cavity have been widely interested since it is a promising
candidate for novel devices to be used in optical telecommunications and/or optical computing [3]–
[7]. In using PhC nano-lasers in an optical circuit, connection among the nano-cavities through
waveguides is necessary to transfer signals to other components in the circuit.

Light waves in a cavity–waveguide system have been widely investigated in terms of channel-
drop [8], transmission spectrum [9], and slow light [10]. So far, these studies are motivated by
physical interest. However, in developing optical devices using cavity–waveguide systems, careful
design and fine tuning based on precise knowledge of the cavity–waveguide coupling are neces-
sary to obtain optimum performance. If the coupling to waveguide is too strong, characteristics of
the cavity will degrade. Contrary, if the coupling is too weak, the optical circuit will not work with
insufficient intensity of signals. As far as we know, general rule to design a cavity–waveguide
system which enables us to carry out such fine tuning of coupling strength is unknown.

In this paper, in order to find out the general design rule, we theoretically investigate the cavity–
waveguide coupling. We use the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to evaluate the
cavity–waveguide coupling. The coupled mode theory (CMT) is also widely used for the problems of
optical coupling [11]–[13]. In [11], the CMT and FDTD are compared for various cavity–waveguide
structures. From the results, they conclude that FDTD is more suitable than CMT when there is a
sharp resonance between cavity and waveguide. To investigate the coupling for wide variety of PhC
structures, we adopted the FDTD method.
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Fig. 1 shows an example of the PhC structures we investigated. The structure has a cavity
resonator in the triangular array of air holes with the lattice constant a. We set the radius of air holes
r ¼ 0:3a. We considered cavities called modified H2 and H3 cavities, since a large cross section of
these cavities is advantageous for an electrically-driven laser that we are developing [14]–[17]. The
H2 and H3 cavities are defects with hexagonal shape consisting of seven and 19 missing air holes,
respectively. We modified the cavities by shifting air holes in the periphery of the cavities so that the
cavities have circular shape with radius R. Such a circular cavity generates a confined mode with
high quality factor (Q-factor), called whispering gallery mode [6], [18]. A waveguide consisting of
linearly aligned defects is set aside the cavity with a few rows of air holes between the cavity and
waveguide. We call this a W1 waveguide.

We can tune resonance frequency of the whispering gallery mode by changing the radius R of
the cavity. We can also control waveguide states by changing width of the waveguide. The number
of row of the separating air holes S is also an important parameter. Changing these structural
parameters systematically, we calculated coupling strength between the whispering gallery mode
and waveguide mode.

2. Numerical Results and Discussion

2.1. FDTD Calculations
To evaluate strength of the cavity–waveguide coupling, we carried out FDTD calculations. Fol-

lowing conventional procedure of the FDTD method, we simulated temporal evolution of electro-
magnetic waves by solving the Maxwell’s equations numerically on discretized space and time [19].
In this study, we set the mesh size of space and time as �x ¼ a=20 and �t ¼ �x=2c (c: light
velocity). We used perfect matched layer for absorption boundary condition [20]. We used
FullWAVE and BandSOLVE provided by the Rsoft Products to carry out FDTD simulations and
photonic band calculations, respectively. First, we calculated resonance frequency of the whisper-
ing gallery mode. By using a short pulse wave source, which consists of a number of waves with
different frequencies, we simulated motion of electromagnetic waves. From temporal Fourier
transformation of the electromagnetic fields, we evaluated frequencies of cavity modes. Then, by
using exciting wave source with one of the cavity mode frequencies, we calculated electromagnetic
distribution to see if the frequency is of the whispering gallery mode. Finally, after we found the
whispering gallery mode, we computed temporal change of the electromagnetic energy UðtÞ so that

Fig. 1. A typical example of PhC structures we investigated. The PhC has a cavity resonator (modified
H2 or H3) and a waveguide (W1) with separation of two rows of air holes ðS ¼ 2Þ. Whispering gallery
mode in the H3 cavity is also shown. The solid and dotted arrows schematically show decay of the
cavity mode through the waveguide and domain border, respectively.
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we simulate decay of the whispering gallery mode. From calculated electromagnetic energy of the
cavity mode, we evaluated Q-factor by fitting UðtÞ to an equation

UðtÞ ¼ Uðt0Þexpð�!c t=QÞ (1)

where !c is the frequency of the cavity mode, and t0 is initial time.
1=Q means a rate of decrease of electromagnetic energy in the cavity. If we neglect decay due

to absorption, there are two types of paths for the decay of the cavity mode. One is outer border of
the structure under consideration. Another is the waveguide. These paths are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1 by dotted and solid arrows, respectively. The Q-factor evaluated for the structure
shown in Fig. 1 is a consequence of decay through both the paths. To extract effect of the
waveguide, we additionally evaluated Q-factor for the structure without waveguide, which we
denote as Qc . Since Qc is determined by the decay through the outer border of the system, we can
define Q-factor due to decay through the waveguide by subtracting decay rate through the outer
border as [13]

1=Qwg � 1=Q � 1=Qc : (2)

In the previous paper [21], we introduced coupling efficiency � defined by

� ¼ 1=Qwg

1=Q
: (3)

The coupling efficiency � means a ratio of decay rate through the waveguide against the total
decay rate. In this paper, however, we use Qwg as a measure of the coupling strength instead of �.
The reason for the use of Qwg is that � depends on the system size we consider. This is because
Qc depends on the system size. This brings about a problem; if system size is very large and thus
1=Qc is very small, � ’ 1 is always satisfied. Thus, when we consider a large structure, the
coupling efficiency takes the maximum value and variation of the coupling strengths among
different structures is invisible. This is because, if decay through the outer border is negligibly
small, cavity mode decays through only the waveguide sooner or later. As a result, � ’ 1 is
satisfied even if the coupling between cavity and waveguide is not strong. For this reason, Qwg is
more suitable than � as a measure of the coupling strength between cavity and waveguide. In this
study, we carried out FDTD calculations for a square region 15a� 15a, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Coupling Strength and Density of States
Fig. 2 shows 1=Qwg calculated for the modified H3 cavities plotted as a function of waveguide

width, where 2�W denotes change in waveguide width. We note that minus sign of �W means
decrease. We set the separation between cavity and waveguide as S ¼ 2. Crosses, open circles,
filled circles, and triangles are values calculated for the cavities with the radius R ¼ 2:76a; 2:80a;
2:85a; and 2:90a, respectively. The curves have distinct peaks. In the inset, we plot normalized
resonant frequencies of the cavities. Larger the cavity radius is, lower the resonant frequency shifts.
Thus, the change of peak position is understood from change of resonant frequency.

In Fig. 3, we show results of photonic band calculations for the W1 waveguide obtained by using
the plain wave expansion method for a 1 � 10 supercell. We plot dispersion curves along the �-X
line for �W ¼ �0:1a; 0 and 0:1a from left to right. The shaded regions denote continuum band
states. In the photonic band gap, there are two waveguide bands labeled mode A and mode B.
These bands show higher (lower) shift with decreasing (increasing) waveguide width.

In Fig. 4(a), we plot density of states Dð!cÞ at !ca=2�c ¼ 0:227 as a function of �W This value of
!c is the resonant frequency of the whispering gallery mode in the R ¼ 2:85a cavity, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2. The density of states of mode n was calculated by an equation

Dnð!Þ ¼
1
�

d!n

dk

����
����
�1

!¼!n

(4)
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with an additional broadening factor �!a=2�c ¼ 0:002. The crosses and filled circles denote the
density of states of mode A and mode B, respectively. Dð!cÞ for mode A has a peak at
�W ’ �0:08a. Dð!cÞ for mode B has peaks at �W ’ þ0:08a arising from the � and X points. As
shown in Fig. 3, the waveguide bands shift toward higher frequencies with decreasing waveguide
width. Since the waveguide bands have one-dimensional character, a van Hove singularity, that is,
the point where inclination of the dispersion curve is nearly zero, gives rise to large density of
states. As schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a), density of states shifts with �W . When the
large peak of density of states passes through !c , Dð!cÞ becomes large. In Fig. 4(b)–(d), we show
1=Qwg for H3 cavity with S ¼ 2, H3 cavity with S ¼ 3, and H2 cavity with S ¼ 2. The curve of
Dð!cÞ is very similar to the behavior to these curves. Therefore, behavior of 1=Qwg is well

Fig. 3. Results of photonic band calculations. Dispersion curves for �W ¼ �0:1a; 0; and 0:1a are
shown. The shaded regions denote continuum band states. There are two waveguide modes labeled
mode A and mode B. The waveguide bands shift to lower (higher) frequencies with decreasing
(increasing) waveguide width.

Fig. 2. 1=Qwg ’s evaluated by the FDTD method for the modified H3 cavity with radius R ¼ 2:76a;
2:80a;2:85a and 2:90a are plotted as functions of decrease in waveguide width �W . Solid curves
guide for eyes obtained by spline fitting. Inset: normalized resonant frequency !c is plotted as a function
of cavity radius R.
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described by change of density of states at resonant frequency of cavity mode due to shift of
waveguide mode.

2.3. Mode Symmetry and Selection Rule
In Fig. 5, we show electromagnetic fields, Hzðx ; yÞ, of modes relevant to the cavity–waveguide

coupling. Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the whispering gallery mode in the modified H3 and H2 cavities,
respectively. Among symmetries which these modes have, the mirror symmetry with respect to the
y -axis is important for the coupling. We see that the whispering gallery mode in the H3 cavity is
symmetric with respect to the y -axis, whereas the whispering gallery mode in the H2 cavity is anti-
symmetric. Fig. 5(c)–(e) show the waveguide modes at the van Hove singularities; the X state of
mode A, � state of mode B, and X state of mode B are shown. As is well known as a selection rule,
coupling between modes with different symmetries is weak.

First, we consider the modified H3 cavity with the separation S ¼ 2. Among the waveguide
modes, Hz of the X state of mode A, shown in Fig. 5(c), is symmetric with respect to the y -axis
indicated by the vertical dotted line. This is the same symmetry with the whispering gallery mode in
the H3 cavity. As for mode B, the � state is symmetric, whereas the X state is anti-symmetric.

Next, we consider the modified H3 cavity with the separation S ¼ 3. It should be pointed out that,
when the separation S is an odd number, the dotted lines indicating the y -axis in Fig. 4(c)–(e) must
be shifted by a=2 along the x -axis to be connected to the H3 cavity. As a result, the parities of the
waveguide modes are inverted: The X state of mode A is anti-symmetric, and the X state of mode B
is symmetric against the whispering gallery mode. Note that the symmetry of � state is unchanged
due to change in separation.

Fig. 4. (a) Density of states Dð!cÞ with !ca=2�c ¼ 0:227 is plotted as a function of �W . (b) 1=Qwg for
the H3 cavity with S ¼ 2. (c) 1=Qwg for the H3 cavity with S ¼ 3. (d) 1=Qwg for the H2 cavity with S ¼ 2.
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We can make a similar argument for the modified H2 cavity. As seen in Fig. 5(b), the whispering
gallery mode in the H2 cavity is anti-symmetric with respect to the y -axis. However, compared with
that for the H3 cavity, the y -axis in this case is deviated by a=2 along the x -axis. In accordance with
this shift of the y -axis, the y -axis (dotted lines) in Fig. 5(c)–(e) also must be shifted by a=2 to be
connected with the H2 cavity. As a result, the X state of mode A becomes anti-symmetric, and the X
state of mode B is symmetric with respect to the deviated y -axis. Since both the cavity mode and
waveguide modes change the symmetry, the same selection rule as H3 cavity with S ¼ 2 is
satisfied. We summarize the selection rule in Table 1, where allowed and prohibited couplings are
shown by the open circles and crosses, respectively.

Let us look back results shown in Fig. 4(b)–(d) from view point of mode symmetry. In Fig. 4(b), the
peak at �W ’ �0:08a is understood as transition between the cavity mode and waveguide mode
A(X) because combination of these modes results in allowed transition. The peak at �W ’ 0:08a in
Fig. 4(b) is also reasonably understood, considering that the cavity mode can connect with the �
state of mode B. In Fig. 4(c), the peak at �W ’ 0:08a appears slightly lower position compared with
that in Fig. 4(b). This is a result of symmetry change mentioned above; For S ¼ 3, cavity mode
connects not the � state but the X state. These results show that mode symmetry has a certain role
in the cavity–waveguide coupling. However, the peak at �W ’ �0:08a in Fig. 4(c) is arising from
prohibited connection. The peak at �W ’ �0:08a in Fig. 4(d) is also prohibited. We may expect
that these peaks do not appear or are smaller than others.

TABLE 1

Summary of the argument on mode symmetry. The open circle and cross denote allowed and prohibited
connection, respectively

Fig. 5. Electromagnetic mode distribution Hzðx ; yÞ of modes relevant to the coupling between cavity and
waveguide. The dotted line indicates the y -axis of Cartesian coordinate with the origin at the center of
the cavity. Note that the dotted lines for (c)–(e) are for the case that S is an even number. When S is an
odd number, the y -axis must be shifted by a=2.
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To explain this contradiction, we calculated overlap between the whispering gallery mode and
waveguide mode defined by

O ¼
Hwg

z jHcavity
z

D E
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hwg

z jHwg
z

� �
Hcavity

z jHcavity
z

D Er (5)

where h� � �i denotes intagral. Results are shown in Fig. 6 where arrows show prohibited coupling.
As indicated by arrow, the overlap between H3 and X state of mode A for S ¼ 3 is very small.
However, since the overlap strongly depends on wavevector, the overlap has large value at k-points
near the X. Since transition from cavity to waveguide is a phenomenon within a finite time scale,
linewidth broadening arises from the uncertainty principle. As a result, many states near the X point
are involved in the coupling. Even if the coupling to the X state is prohibited, the states in vicinity
bring about coupling. For this reason, the curves in Fig. 4(c) and (d) have a peak at �W ¼ �0:08a,
even though the coupling is prohibited by the selection rule.

For the problems of optical coupling between cavities or between cavity and waveguide, the
coupled mode theory (CMT) is widely used. The CMT provides useful theoretical framework and
physical insight for the problem. CMT calculations are often carried out with overlap integrals only at
symmetry points. Therefore, in the present situation where a number of waveguide states are
involved, CMT calculations could be tedious to obtain the same results as FDTD. As we have
noted, the overlap integral strongly depends on wavevector of the waveguide states. It is not easy to
carry out the CMT calculations in the present situation because a large number of overlap integrals
between the cavity state and the waveguide states are necessary.

In order to clarify the role of the broadening, we calculated coupling strength for the H3 cavity with
S ¼ 3 using an equation known as the Fermi’s golden rule

1=QF
wg �

a
�

Z
�

jOk j2dk ¼ a
Z!cþ�!=2

!c��!=2

jO!j2Dð!Þd! (6)

where Ok (or O!) is the overlap integral. Considering the broadening, upper and lower limit of
!-integration (or corresponding region of k -summation �) is !c ��!=2. In Fig. 7, we show 1=QF

wg
calculated for the H3 cavity with the separation S ¼ 3. using (6) with �!a=2�c ¼ 0:01; 0:004;

Fig. 6. Absolute value of overlap between the whispering gallery mode and waveguide mode along the
�-X line. Crosses and filled circles denote the overlap for mode A and mode B, respectively. Arrows
show prohibited coupling.
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and 0:002. Since this is corresponding to the result shown in Fig. 4(c), comparing the curves in
Figs. 4(c) and 7, we see that �!a=2�c is about 0.002.

Broadening in frequency �! is also estimated from �t the time for light to reach the waveguide
as �! ’ 1=�t . From FDTD calculations, we evaluated that �t ’ 10��y=ðc=nÞ where �y is
distance between the cavity and waveguide and n is refractive index. Considering that �y=a is
2 � 3, we have roughly �!a=2�c ’ 0:002. This value agrees well with the result estimated from
the Fermi’s golden rule.

Finally, in Fig. 8, we plot jHzðx0; yÞj of mode A along the y -axis with x0 a position where the
modes have antinode. Solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves denote the state for k ¼ 0:9X;
0:95X; and X, respectively. We see that the modes at k ¼ 0:9X and 0:95X have large amplitude at
y ’

ffiffiffi
3
p

a where outskirt of the cavity mode locates. We also note that these k -points are within the
region of broadened X state. This is corresponding well to the wavevector dependence of overlap of
mode A near the X point shown in lower panel of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. jHzðx0; yÞj of mode A for k ¼ 0:9X; 0:95X; and X along the y -axis by solid, dashed, and dot-
dashed curves, respectively.

Fig. 7. 1=QF
wg evaluated by using Fermi’s golden rule for H3 cavity with S ¼ 3.
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3. Conclusion
For the purpose of obtaining rules to design a cavity–waveguide system in a two dimensional
photonic crystal, we carried out FDTD calculations and evaluated strength of the coupling with
systematic variation of structure such as cavity radius and waveguide width.

Since cavity–waveguide coupling strongly depends on density of states of waveguide mode, the
coupling becomes strong when resonant frequency of cavity mode and van Hove singularity are
close in frequency.

The W1 waveguide has two waveguide bands, which we refer mode A and mode B. Mode A has
the van Hove singularity at the X point. Mode B has three van Hove singularities at the �, X, and an
intermediate point.

The optical coupling also depends on symmetry of the cavity and waveguide modes. However,
simple selection rule based on the parity of the modes does not hold. This is because that overlap
between the modes strongly depends on wavevector of the waveguide state. Since transition
between cavity and waveguide is a temporal phenomenon, many waveguide states are involved.
Therefore, the selection rule is smeared out.
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